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2                       BEFORE THE
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1

2           JUDGE BENN:  So we'll just go on record now.

3 Pursuant to the direction of the Illinois Commerce

4 Commission, I now call Docket No. 120086.  This is Tina

5 Turner versus People Gas, Light and Coke Company, a

6 complainant as to service in Chicago, Illinois.  Can I

7 have the Respondent's Counsel introduce herself for the

8 record, please?

9           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Good morning, your Honor.

10 Susan Poll-Klaessy, P-o-l-l dash K-l-a-e-s-s-y, from

11 Shefsky & Froelich on behalf of Peoples Gas, 111 East

12 Wacker Drive, Suite 2800, Chicago Illinois 60601.

13           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  I'm going to note for the

14 record that at 8:14 a.m. today, I received a phone call

15 from James Garner, who is not the Complainant of record

16 or on the account of record for the subject of the

17 complaint, asking for a continuance because his wife,

18 which is Tina Turner, the Complainant, is ill.

19                I made an attempt to call him back.  I

20 received a voice message, and I'm going to make an

21 attempt to call him back now.  My intent was to hold a

22 telephonic hearing with the discussion of any potential
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1 continuances.  So at this time I'm going to attempt to

2 call James Garner.

3           MR. GARNER:  Hello.

4           JUDGE BENN:  Hello, Mr. Garner?

5           MR. GARNER:  Yes.

6           JUDGE BENN:  This is Judge Benn from the

7 Illinois Commerce Commission.  Could you hold on,

8 please?

9           MR. GARNER:  Sure.

10           JUDGE BENN:  Ms. Poll-Klaessy.

11           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Yes, I'm here.

12           JUDGE BENN:  Mr. Garner.  I think I -- he's

13 on the other line.  Hold on, please.

14           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Okay.

15           JUDGE BENN:  Ms. Poll-Klaessy.

16           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Yes, I'm here.

17           JUDGE BENN:  All right.  I think I lost him.

18 Let me try calling him again.  He picked up the phone.

19           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Okay.

20           MR. GARNER:  Hello.

21           JUDGE BENN:  Hold on, Mr. Garner.  I'm going

22 to try to connect you back to Ms. Poll-Klaessy.  Hold
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1 on.

2           MR. GARNER:  All right.

3           JUDGE BENN:  Hello.

4           MR. GARNER:  Yes.

5           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Yes.

6           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  Good.  All right.

7 Mr. Garner, I have you on the phone telephonically with

8 Ms. Poll-Klaessy.  And I'm in the hearing room with the

9 court reporter right now.

10           MR. GARNER:  Okay.

11           JUDGE BENN:  We are on the record.  So I'm

12 going to have you introduce yourself for the record and

13 indicate on the record where the complaint is right

14 now.

15           MR. GARNER:  Okay.  My name is James Garner.

16           JUDGE BENN:  And your relationship to the

17 Complainant, Tina Turner, is?

18           MR. GARNER:  I'm her husband.

19           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  Could you state your name

20 and address for the record, please -- I mean, your

21 address for the record, please.

22           MR. GARNER:  6114 South Damen.
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1           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  And for the record, can

2 you indicate where -- the whereabouts of Tina Turner

3 today?

4           MR. GARNER:  She is ill.  I had called

5 earlier at about 8:00, and then I called

6 Ms. Poll-Klaessy.  She's a shooting victim and that's

7 why she's disabled.

8           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  And she's ill, so she's

9 not going to be able to participate should we have had

10 an evidentiary hearing today; is that correct?

11           MR. GARNER:  Absolutely.

12           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  I'm going to note a

13 couple things for the record before I move forward with

14 what we are going to do to dispose of the matter today

15 noting that Ms. Turner is ill.  I'm also going to note

16 that Tina Turner is actually the Complainant of record.

17 And if I'm not incorrect, for both of you, she is the

18 person of record on the utility bill; is that correct?

19           MR. GARNER:  That's correct.

20           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  I'm also going to note

21 for the record at this time that there's been numerous

22 continuances in this matter, namely, on April 4, 2012
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1 where there was neither a show from Ms. Turner and,

2 subsequently, Mr. Garner.  There's also a continuance.

3                Mr. Garner and Ms. Turner appeared

4 May 16, 2012.  The matter was continued to July 18,

5 2012 for an evidentiary hearing.  At that time,

6 Mr. Garner appeared by telephone and had called

7 previously that day and indicated that he was unable to

8 appear in person for the evidentiary hearing.  The

9 matter was continued at that time.

10                Also on the 18th, I gave the parties

11 leave to file a reply to the Respondent's verified

12 answers and affirmative defenses.  From July 18th to --

13 the matter was scheduled for November 20 -- was

14 scheduled for September and was then continued to

15 November 29th.

16                The matter was heard and continued on

17 November 29th.  At that time, Mr. Garner did appear in

18 person, was given an additional 21 days to file a reply

19 to the verified answer.  The parties were also asked

20 for leave to file a waiver of the one-year statutory

21 requirement as this case was filed on February 11,

22 2012.  I have not received a filing in that vein of the
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1 extension.

2                I'm going to note again that there's

3 been no reply to the affirmative defenses.  The matter

4 was then scheduled for evidentiary hearing on

5 February 21, 2013.  Again, Mr. Garner --

6                Excuse me.  Mr. Garner did appear in

7 person on November 30, 2012.  That's when we continued

8 the matter to February for another hearing.  At that

9 time, Mr. Garner appeared by telephone.  He indicated

10 that he was not able to attend due to the harsh

11 weather.

12                I did not hear from Ms. Turner regarding

13 the failure to appear.  At that time, I granted a final

14 continuance for a evidentiary hearing to April 18,

15 2013.  However, on April 18, 2013, the matter was

16 continued by agreement of all sides for -- it was

17 weather-related.  The matter was continued until today,

18 July 30, 2013 at 11:00 a.m. for an evidentiary hearing.

19                As we stated before, Mr. Garner called

20 at 8:14 a.m. to indicate that the litigant, Tina Turner

21 is ill and could not participate.  And I'm going to

22 allow Ms. Klaessy to give her indication on -- her
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1 thoughts on whether we should have a continuance to

2 another date.  I'm going to let you put that on the

3 record, Ms. Klaessy.

4           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Thank you, Judge Benn.

5 You know, as you have gone through the history, your

6 Honor, the history of this case is -- it's a long

7 history.  People's Gas is reluctant on that note to

8 agree to Complainant's request for yet another

9 continuance.

10                There's an additional fact I wanted to

11 insert along with -- for quite comprehensive list of

12 the various dates, various continuances that the

13 complainant has requested.  The first several of those

14 continuances, People's Gas did not object, and

15 allowed the Complainant -- agreed to the continuances.

16                Once People's Gas began objecting to the

17 continuances, this Commission generously gave many more

18 chances to the Complainant to appear and to prosecute

19 their case.  I have drafted the waiver and request the

20 Complainant's signature pursuant to the Commission's

21 order, and Complainant has refused to do so.  On the

22 February 21st hearing date of People's Gas did
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1 appear -- we appeared for trial along with three

2 witnesses, two attorneys and all its exhibits.  And

3 that's the date that your Honor noted that Plaintiff

4 failed to appear at evidentiary hearing.

5                When the matter was continued then to

6 April 18th and the parties jointly requested another

7 continuance due to the extreme flooding in Chicago on

8 that date, unbeknownst to People's Gas at that time,

9 Complainant had no intention of even coming to that

10 April 18th hearing regardless of the weather.  On April

11 17, 2013, Complainant sent a letter to Judge Banks

12 requesting a continuance of the April 18th hearing due

13 to transportation issues again.

14                So Complainant failed to serve People's

15 Gas with a copy of this request for a continuance.  And

16 the letter was only posted to the IPC Website on

17 April 22, 2013, well after the scheduled hearing date

18 of April 17th.  So even -- I'm sorry.  April the 18th.

19 So even though there were extreme floods in Chicago on

20 the 18th, Complainant had no intention coming to the

21 hearing on the 18th even without the flood.

22                You know, once again, People's Gas has
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1 prepared its three witnesses, told them to be downtown

2 away from the field, in the various satellite offices

3 where they perform their daily job duties in order to

4 testify before the ICC today on this complaint.

5                We are ready to proceed with the

6 hearing.  And once again, Complainant has failed to

7 appear and request another continuance.

8                Complainant has failed to prosecute this

9 case from day one, missing the very first hearing and

10 has -- signing the case at every turn.  Complainant

11 still refuses to sign the waiver of the one-year

12 statutory requirement.  The pattern of failure to

13 prosecute this case has costed the Commission valuable

14 time and resources and ALJ's time, court reporter time

15 and docket maintenance.  It has also wasted People's

16 Gas time and attorneys' fees, witness preparation and

17 appearances.

18                Section 200.550 of the Administration

19 Code states the complaint, application or petition,

20 which were not prosecuted diligently may be dismissed

21 for want of prosecution.  The failure of any party to

22 appear at a hearing without good cause, hence, without
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1 previously notifying the Commission or the hearing

2 examiner and parties of record of an inability to

3 appear may be withdrawn for dismissal or deciding

4 against the entries of such defaulting parties.

5                Mr. Garner has stated that today's

6 request for another continuance is due to Mrs. Turner's

7 illness.  If Ms. Turner is too ill to appear for the

8 hearing, that may be considered good cause.  In

9 furtherance of Mr. Garner's request then, People's Gas

10 request that this Commission order Complainant to

11 provide, within seven days of the Commission's order, a

12 doctor's note or a hospital record that Mrs. Turner was

13 too ill to appear at today's hearing.  If after seven

14 days no such evidence has been provided to the ICC and

15 to People's Gas, People's Gas hereby request leave to

16 file a motion to dismiss the case for want of

17 prosecution.

18                If Complainant provides satisfactorily

19 of evidence of Mrs. Turner's illness within seven days

20 of the Commission's order, People's Gas will not object

21 to the continuance so long as it's noted that it is a

22 final continuance, and the rescheduled hearing takes
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1 place within 30 days of today's date.  And in that

2 case, People's Gas request that the hearing be set for

3 August 20, 2013.

4                This would be the second Motion to

5 Dismiss of People's Gas, the first being denied.  We

6 respectfully request this Commission to enter such an

7 order so as not to further delay this case and waste

8 People's Gas and the Commission time and resources.

9           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  Just one more time for me

10 to clarify this record.  Ms. Klaessy, who is the

11 customer of record on this account?

12           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Tina Turner.

13           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  Mr. Garner.

14           MR. GARNER:  Yes.

15           JUDGE BENN:  As you sit here today on the

16 telephone, have you been asked to sign the one-year

17 statutory requirement to waive the statute of

18 limitations on this matter?

19           MR. GARNER:  You mean by Ms. Poll-Klaessy?

20           JUDGE BENN:  Yes.

21           MR. GARNER:  I'm certainly not sure of that.

22 I would like to respond to Ms. Poll-Klaessy, the
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1 comments that she made.

2           JUDGE BENN:  Oh, I'm absolutely going to give

3 you an opportunity to respond and then I'm going to

4 respond and decide what we are going to do for today.

5 So you may respond now at this time.

6           MR. GARNER:  Okay.  I would like to -- I know

7 Ms. Poll-Klaessy, she referred to the April, 2013, the

8 previous hearing as a joint continuance and she also

9 made allegations that we didn't plan to attend that

10 hearing if it had not been bad weather.  And that's not

11 the way she contacted me that date.  She contacted me

12 and said that her witnesses were stuck in the suburbs

13 and they could not possibly get to the hearing, and she

14 requested a continuance.  And so I agreed to it.  And

15 so now she's claiming it in a different way.  But

16 irrespective of that, I would also like to point out

17 that her law firm has played a role in the continuance

18 of this matter due to the conflict of interest where

19 her law partner represented me -- I mean, well, not

20 represented me, but she mishandled my bankruptcy and

21 caused a problem with the properties that's at the

22 subject of this gas case.  And because of that conflict
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1 of interest, her firm should not even be representing

2 the gas company at this point, because they have caused

3 me legal problems in the bankruptcy and forced me to

4 file appeals and stuff, and these things have been a

5 burden on me being able to focus on the gas case.

6 Because they -- they had a clear conflict of interest

7 in handling my bankruptcy at the same time that they

8 are handling the People's Gas matter.

9                So that, I wanted to say for the record

10 that has contributed greatly to the delay of this

11 matter.  But --

12           JUDGE BENN:  Is there anything else,

13 Mr. Garner?

14           MR. GARNER:  I think that will do it.

15           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  With regard to the letter

16 that Attorney Poll-Klaessy has referenced, that letter

17 that you dated, Mr. Garner, on April 17, 2013 and filed

18 with our Commission on April 22, 2013 clearly indicates

19 that you were asking for a continuance so you could

20 secure transportation.  That has no mention of the

21 agreement, in principal, that you and Ms. Poll-Klaessy

22 had regarding the inclement weather that day.
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1                And so I will continue to view that

2 final continuance on April 18 as necessary due to the

3 weather on both parties.  I did speak with you that

4 day, Mr. Garner, and you made the indication that you

5 talked to Ms. Poll-Klaessy and that there was a

6 weather-related reason for the parties not coming, to

7 which I agree because it was the weather.  So that's

8 neither here nor there.

9                With regard to your assertion of a

10 conflict of interest with regard to the firm

11 representing People's Gas, we have talked about that on

12 the record numerous times and on at least one occasion

13 I have indicated to you that you have to file something

14 to bring that before me in this hearing.  You have not

15 done that to date.  And so at this point, that is

16 immaterial to moving forward in the prosecution of this

17 complaint.

18                Again, just to point out, Mr. Garner,

19 you are not the complainant of record.  Ms. Tina Turner

20 is.  And as such, I'm going to need this matter to

21 continue with Tina Turner's participation in relation

22 to your own.  With that being said, I'm also going to
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1 note that on the 21st of February 2013, I did render a

2 final continuance on this evidentiary hearing, which

3 transferred over to April 19th, however, when I

4 continued the matter on April 19th, I did not

5 specifically render it as a final continuance to July

6 30, 2013, however, today, I am going to render a final

7 continuance for a evidentiary hearing on this docket.

8 That continuance shall be to August 20, 2013 at

9 11:00 a.m.  It's a final continuance for the

10 complainant to appear with her witnesses and her

11 evidentiary exhibits copied in the minimum of three

12 copies.

13                I'm going to assume that I'm doing that

14 over the objection of Ms. Poll-Klaessy; is that

15 correct?

16           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Yes, your Honor.

17           JUDGE BENN:  I'm also going to note for the

18 record that Ms. Poll-Klaessy did request of you proof

19 that Ms. Tina Turner was ill today.  However, I'm

20 concerned about the filing of any medical documents or

21 anything about Ms. Turner's medical history in the

22 Public record.  So I'm going to note what you stated
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1 today on the telephone to me as well as on the record

2 today, that Ms. Turner was ill today, but due to

3 complications from her injuries is unable to appear.

4 However, I want to reiterate that this is a final

5 continuance on August 20, 2013 at 11:00 a.m. and the

6 Complainant of record, Tina Turner is directed to

7 appear along with her witnesses, which I presume you

8 may be one, Mr. Garner, on that date.  Subject to -- a

9 failure to appear in person may render this docket

10 being dismissed for want of prosecution.  Is there

11 anything else for the record from Ms. Poll-Klaessy?

12           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  No, your Honor.  Thank

13 you.

14           JUDGE BENN:  Anything for the record from

15 Mr. Garner?

16           MR. GARNER:  Well, no, your Honor.  Thank

17 you.

18           JUDGE BENN:  Okay.  Then again, this matter

19 is continued for evidentiary hearing August 20, 2013 at

20 11:00 a.m. for final continuance.  Parties must appear

21 in person with their evidentiary exhibits copied in

22 triplicate.  Thank you for your time.
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1           MS. POLL-KLAESSY:  Thank you.

2           MR. GARNER:  All right.  Bye-bye.

3                     (WHEREUPON, the proceedings

4                      adjourned at approximately 11:30

5                      a.m.)
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